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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 Concept Effective Communication 

 

The term communication comes from the English word “communicatio”, 

and comes from the Latin word “communi” which means “the same”. Same here 

means the same meaning. So, communication is the transfer of information from 

one person to another, but the information transferred must be understandable to 

the receiver (Brown in Brahmaiah and Demudu (2016:114)). For example, 

conversation is made by someone to another person to discuss something or 

deliver message from the communicator to the communicant. So, conversation as 

a part of communication, in the conversation communicator deliver message that 

communicator want to convey to the communicant. The similarity of language 

used in the conversation does not necessarily lead to the same meaning. In other 

words, understanding the language alone does not necessarily understand the 

meaning carried by the language. It is clear that the conversation between the two 

people can be said to be communicative if both of themunderstand the meaning of 

the material being spoken.   

From the definition above, process communication starts with 

communicator ends with a communicant. The communicator is a person who has 

need or desire to convey an idea or concept to others. The communicant is the 

person who receives the message from the communicator. So, the communication 

is a message delivered by the communicator to the communicant. 
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According to Rogers in Rohim (2016:10) who said that communication is 

a process in which themessage is delivered to a recipient or more with a 

view to changing their behaviour.Miller in Rohim (2016:10) argues that 

communicationis basically delivering an intentional message to the recipient with 

the aim of influencing the recipient's behaviour. Meanwhile, according to 

Burgoon in Rohim (2016:10) communication as a one-way process referred to 

as "Sourceoriented definition". This understanding confirms that communication 

is a deliberate process to convey stimuli to get responses from others. Thus, 

understanding communication as a one-way process does not focus 

on unintentional or unplanned communication, such as facial expressions, tone of 

voice, gestures, and so on which are carried out spontaneously. So, 

communication as a one-way process focuses on delivering messages effectively 

and explains that communication activities are persuasive (Mulayana, 2016:11). 

Communication is also understood as a form of interactioncommunication, 

namely communication with the process of causeeffect or action reaction between 

communicator andcommunicant (Mulyana in Rohim, 2016:11).In this context, 

communication involves communicators who convey messages, both verbally and 

nonverbally to the communicant, so that they get an active, dynamic and 

reciprocal response. Communication as a process of interaction is seen as more 

dynamic than communication as a unidirectional action. However is still 

mechanical and static, because they distinguish sending and receiving messages. 

This understanding is  accordance with the opinion of Andreson in Rohim 

(2016:11) which says communication is a process where communicant can 

understand and be understood by others. Pearson and Nelson in Rohim (2016:11) 
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communication as the transaction is the process of understanding and sharing 

meaning. Tubbs and Moss in Mulyana (2016:65) communication is the process 

of forming meaning between two or more people. In this case, communication 

does not distinguish between the sender and recipient of the message is no longer 

oriented to the source because this communication involves individuals and it 

appears that communication is dynamic. In transactional communication, 

communication is considered to have taken place if someone has interpreted the 

behaviour of others, both verbal and nonverbal behaviour (Mulayana in 

Rohim, 2016:12). 

As stated byWenburget al in Rohim (2016:10), there are three 

understandings through communication, namely communication as one-

wayaction,communication as interaction, and communication as 

transaction.Communication as a one-way action (linear) is the process by which 

messages come from the source through several components leading 

to uniqueness (Sendjaja in Rohim, 2016:10). This approach consists of several 

element, they are source, message and receiver. 

Communication as interaction is communication takes place both ways, 

from the sender to the receiver and also from receiver to the sender. This 

interactional process, a person can be the sender and receiver but not both. Beside 

that, this process feedback is important, because can help the communicator to 

know whether the communicant can understand the message that has been 

convey. Then field of experiences also affect the ability to communicate with 

others. Because each individual has a different experience. Communication as 

transaction is a communication process that takes place cooperatively, where the 
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sender and receiver are responsible for the result of the communication process 

both effectively or not, because this communication has feedback from the 

communication participant. 

The occurrence of communication because of the supporting elements. 

According to Cangara in Wati (2017:83) that communication element consist of: 

1. The source is importance in creating and sending information. In 

communicating between humans can occur individuals or groups. 

2. The message is something sent by the communicator to the 

communicant. A message can be delivered face to face or using media. 

3. The media is a tool used by communicators to convey messages to the 

communicants. 

4. Recipient is someone who receives a message delivered by the sender. 

5. Influence is a message that can change the behaviour communicant 

before and after receiving message. 

6. Feedback is something given by the communicant after receiving the 

message conveyed by the communicator. 

7. Environment is a factor that can influence the communication process. 

Communication in general is a relationship or activity with relationship 

problems. In addition, as a process of exchanging opinions and as a contact 

relationship between individuals or groups (Widjaja in Wati, (2017:83)). 

As explained above, that communication is process of conversation consist 

of communicator and communicant. The function of the communicator is convey 

the message to the communicant. While, the communicant is person who receives 

the message delivered by communicator.Beside that, the communication process 
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is expected to be change in behaviour or feedback by communicant, and also in 

communication not only focus on the message delivered but on facial expressions, 

the tone of voice, gesture that is done spontaneously by communicator and 

communicant, 

The communication can understood through three forms. The first 

communication as one-way process which aims to change and influence one’s 

attitudes and action as expected by the communicator. The second, the 

communication as interaction is form of communication process with actions and 

reactions, whose direction turns both the communicator and communicant. This 

process, the communicator convey a message to the communicant both verbal or 

nonverbal. Then, the communicant directly provides verbal and nonverbal 

feedback as well. The third, the communication as transaction is the process of 

understanding a message conveyed by communicator and there is a process of 

giving and receiving information among people who communicate. So, the 

communication is a tool used for us to interact with others, with an effective 

communication  process between communicator and communicant, so 

communicator will get the feedback and change the recipient’s behaviour, 

appropriate the message that the communicator sent.  

Etymologicallythe word effective is often interpreted as achieving the 

desired target producing desired result,having a pleasing effect, is actual, and 

real. Thus effective communication can be interpreted as receiving messages by 

the communicant or receiver in accordance with the message sent by the sender or 

communicator, then the communicant gives a positive response in accordance 

with what is desired. So, effective communication occurswhen there isinfor- 
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mationfrom two directions between the communicator and communicant.Then the 

same information response corresponds to the desired between woofhis (Bieber in 

Lestari, 2006:26).    

Effective communication occurs if a message given by the communicator 

can be well received, so there is no misperception. In addition to effective 

communication is of communication that can provide a change of attitude in 

people who do communications.Effective communication purpose is to provide 

easy to understand the messages conveyed between the sender and the receiver so 

that the language is more clear, complete delivery and feedback, and train us to 

use a language nonverbal as well (Suprapto, 2017:17).According to Jalaluddin in 

Suprapto (2017:17)effective communication is characterized by the lack of 

understanding, can cause pleasure, influence attitudes, improve good social 

relationships, and ultimately createaction. In addition, the communication process 

requires activities, methods, and other means to be able to take place and achieve 

effective results.  

According to Tubbs &MossinVhardani and Agnes (2018:10)effective 

communication is  communicator managed to convey what is meant, in 

whichmessages are delivered and intended by the sender or source, closely related 

to the captured and understood by the recipient. Gudykunst in Vhardani and 

Agnes (2018:10) communication is effective to the extent that the 

person interpreting the message attaches a meaning to the message that is 

relatively similar to what was intended by the person transmitting it. To achieve 

effective communication, strategies are needed.Communication strategy is a guide 

of communication planning and communication management to achieve a goal 
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(Effendy in Vardhani and Agnes,2018:10). This strategy is necessary to minimize 

the possibility of miscommunication. Miscommunication can occur due to various 

factors. In communication between students, communication strategies lead to 

strategies to achieve understanding between interlocutors. 

According to Tarone in Vardhani and Agnes (2018:10)communication 

strategy as a systematic effort by the learner to express intentions in the target 

language or language learned when learners cannot choose the rules of the target 

language correctly. In addition, Ellis in Vardhani and Agnes, (2018:10) revealed 

that communication strategies are procedural skills that students use to overcome 

their lack of vocabulary. Thisis confirmed by Cohen in Vhardani and Agnes 

(2018:10) thatcommunication strategies are systematic attempts by learners to 

express meaning in the target language where systematic target language rules 

have not yet been formed.   

So, it can be concluded that the communication strategy is a way for 

communication to run fluent, so that there is no miscommunication between 

communicator and communicant.   

According to Hardjana in Lestari (2006:77)effective communication has 

three elements namely, speed, accuracy, and conciseness. The careful 

communicator will get a more careful promotion compared to the less careful 

communicator. Accuracy is the most important element in supporting one's career 

in his work. While accuracy and brevity element  no relationship to one's career. 

According to Hardjana in Lestari (2006:77)communication is 

effectivelydesired by everyone when communicating. Communication can be 

effective when:   
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1. the message is received and understood as intended by the sender; 

2. the message is approved by the recipient and followed up with the action 

desired by the sender; 

3. there are no obstacles to doing what should be done to follow up on the 

message sent. 

A teacher does not master certain subject matter, will stutter in front of his 

students.  Beside that, his  students will have difficulty understanding the subject 

matter be delivered by the teacher. The communication will not succeed if the 

communicator does not have communication skills.  These communication skills 

are used as a way for someone to carry out effective 

communication.Meanwhile, effective communication is a tool to convey 

ideas, ideas or messages to be understood by the other person. From 

thisexplanation, we can capture that effectivecommunication is not 

in itself. Thereiscommunication equipment so thatcommunication can run 

effectively. That means, someone who talk to origin would be difficultto give an 

understanding to others about the information provided. 

According to Herdiyan and Gumelar in Musrifah (2017:92) there are 

several ways to develop effective communication: 

1. Arrange eye contact, the thing must be do communicator is look the 

interlocutor and take a break to start a conversation. This is a way to 

give good impression to the communicant. 

2. Facial expression, can provide description  of the main to the 

communicant. 
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3. Body posture, gestures when talking, must be cordinated so that 

communicant can be understood visually rather than verbally. 

4. Fashion sense, has an important role in giving the impression to the 

communicant. 

5. Respect, in communication it is very important to respect everyone 

who is the recipient of the message. 

6. Empathy, is an attitude which can understand the situationor condition 

of others. 

7. Audible, that is the message conveyed by the communicator can be 

well understood by the communicant. 

8. Clarity, in communicating a communicator must develop open attitude, 

in order to generate trust from the communicant. 

9. Humble, in communicating both communicators and communicants 

must have a humble attitude such as, serve attitude, respect each other, 

listen and accept criticism and so forth. 

The Effective communication give the desired effect.Effective 

communication process will begin with the process internal of the meaning 

information wanted in the meaning called encoding. This process is followed by 

the process of sending to others to be interpreted, called decoding. The desired 

results will be achieved if both parties have the same interpretation.    

Wiryanto in Nurhadi and Ahmad (2017:91) emphasized that 

communication is said to be effective if the message delivered by the 

communicator can produce effects or changes as desired by the communicator, 

such as changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviour. Changes on the part of 
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the communicant can be known through the responses given as feedback. The 

occurrence of feedback in the communication process is divided into 

two,namely feedback directly(immediatefeedback)and feedback indirect(delayedf

eedback)Wiryanto in Nurhadi and Ahmad (2017:91).Directfeedbackoccurs in 

facetoface communication, where the communicator and communicant face each 

other, so that the feedback that occurs can be received by the communicator 

immediately. Whereas indirect feedbackoccurs in media communication (print or 

electronic), such as communication throughnewspapers, radio, television, films, 

and so on. Where the communicator can only know the communicant's response 

after the communication is finished. In fact, sometimes the response is received by 

the communicator a few days later. 

Schramm in Nurhadi and Ahmad (2017:92) states, the main reason learn 

the communication process is to find out how communication has the effect of the 

communicant, either a person or a group of people, in addition to knowing 

whether the feedback from the communicant as desired or not. In order for our 

communication to run effectively. According to Nurhadi and Ahmad (2017:92) 

there are four factors that must be met by the communicator, namely: 

1. Communication Strategy Factors 

Communication strategies related to communication planning to the 

implementation of communication. In this factor, a communicator must be good 

at making tactics so that the communication goals that he will do can be achieved. 

 

2. Factors Accessibility (affordability) 
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This factor can be seen from two sides, namely affordability in terms of 

technology (communication technology), and affordability from the receiver side 

of the message. In terms of technology, the delivery of messages must consider 

the number and presence of the audience. With that in mind, it will be possible to 

determine the appropriate type of media to spread the communication message. In 

order to run an effective and efficient communication, as suggested  Schramm in 

Nurhadi and Ahmad (2017:94) so medium used is a combination of massa media 

channels with interpersonal channels. This media selection basically depends on 

the communication objectives to be achieved, the message to be conveyed, and 

the communication techniques that will be used in conveying the message 

(Effendy in Nurhadi and Ahmad, 2017:94). 

3. Progressing Factor (Planning) 

That in order for communication to work effectively, planning is needed. But 

the planning in question is the planning of communication messages. Given the 

purpose of communication is to change knowledge, attitudes, behaviour, and 

social, then in planning effective communication messages should refer to the 

purpose of communication. Suppose a message is intended to simply change the 

knowledge of the communicant, then the message is only filled with new 

information that has never been heard or seen by the communicant in the past. 

4. Factors Supporting (Support) 

In order for messages to be received by the communicant, the communicator 

is required to behave politely towards the communicant, because the behaviour 

can be assessed as a form of appreciation for the communicant. In addition, a 

message delivered by the communicator to the communicant will be 
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communicative if the same psychological process occurs between the people 

involved in the process. In other words, the message conveyed by the 

communicator to the communicant is equivalent (in tune). Communicative 

situations like that will occur if there is an ethos in the communicator. Ethos is a 

person's self value which is a combination of aspects of cognition, affection, and 

conation (Effendy, in Nurhadi and Ahmad, 2007: 94—95). 

In addition, according to Lestari (2006:26) communication is said to be 

effective if there is a twoway flow of information between the communicator, the 

communicant, and the information is equally responded in accordance with the 

expectations of the two actors of the communication. Then according to Lestari 

(2006:26) there are five aspects that need to be understood in building effective 

communication, namely: 

1. Clarity; it is meant that in communication must use clear language and 

information, so that it is easily accepted and easily understood. 

2. Accuracy; or this accuracy concerns the language and the information 

conveyed must be true. 

3. Context; or often called a situation. The language and information 

conveyed must be in accordance with the circumstances and environment 

in which the communication takes place. 

4. Flow; the language and information presented must be arranged in a clear 

or systematic way, so that those who receive the information are 

responsive. 

5. Culture; this aspect not only concerns language and information, but also 

relates to manners and ethics. This means that in communication must 
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adjust to the culture of people who are invited to communicate, both in the 

use of verbal and nonverbal language, so as not to cause misperceptions. 

According to Lestari (2006:45) the fluency in communicating verbally for 

each person is different, and influenced by various factors, namely; 

1. Knowledge factors, the more extensive a person’s knowledge, so more 

mastery of words that can provide fluency in speaking. 

2. Experience factors, the amount experience a person has, the more someone 

is accustomed to dealing with something. When someone often talks in 

public, it will be fluent in speaking. 

3. Intelligence factors, the people  low intelligence usually do not speak 

fluently because they lack good vocabulary and language. 

4. Personality factors, the people who have a shy nature and lack of 

association, usually are not fluent in speaking. 

5. Biological factors, the paralysis of the speech organ can cause we are not 

fluent in speaking. 

In effective communication consists of the process of speaking and 

listening. Effective communication requires content and body language that gives 

the same message to produce the same meaning. Consider emotional, language 

and conceptual or situation obstacles in effective communication 

(Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& Ade, 2017:725).  Beside speaking and listening 

there are factors that need to be understood in effective communication. 

 

1. Tools   
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The process of communication process in the classroom between teacher and 

students, beside books there are several tools that can be use to help communicate 

in order to run effectively. For example can use picture, text, or other media 

(Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& Ade, 2017:725).  

2. Verbal and Nonverbal Communication 

Process of communication between teacher and students, not only uses verbal 

communication but uses nonverbal communication. Words and sentence including 

in verbal communication.And then, nonverbal communication such us, body 

language, including postures, fecial expression, and another. This part is used in 

nonverbal communication. The use of verbal communication and nonverbal 

communication can improve students’ understanding in communication 

(Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& Ade, 2017:725). 

3.  Reciprocal Process 

The reciprocal process in the communication is a response or reciprocity of 

students to the message given by teacher at the same time. So that, the 

communication occurs between the teacher and students can run effectively 

(Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& Ade, 2017:726).   

4.  Be Specific 

When the teacher conveys the message to the students it must be specific, 

which means the message is not long and difficult to understand, try to keep the 

message convey simply, so that it easy for students to understand the contents of 

the message (Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& Ade, 2017:726).   

 

5. Be Nonjudgemental 
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In a communication process there are many different interpretations. So 

that, the ability to respond calmly is needed in effective communication. 

Especially children sometime may behave unthinkingly or in an insensitive way 

(Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& Ade, 2017:726).   

6.  Interference and Barriers 

The process of communication interference and barriers have a negative 

impact, the occurrence of obstacles in communication, then the message conveyed 

by the teachercan not be well received by students. This causes communication 

not be effective. There are some obstacle that need to be avoided, namely the use 

of ambiguous words, and also from environment, such as noisy, personal 

condition of both teacher and students (Valentzas&Broni in Nurani& 

Ade, 2017:726).  

Thus, it can be concluded that effective communication occurs if the 

information convey by the communicator can be well received by the 

communicant, if a message delivered cannot be understood by the communicant 

or the communicant does not respond to the communicator, it can be said that the 

communication is not effective, because to do communication is not easy. But, to 

achieve effective communication it takes a communication strategy Commu- 

nication strategies can help smooth the communication process. So, there is no 

miscommunication between communicator and communicant. Beside that, the 

communicator must have skill in communication. 

Effective communication begins with internal process namely encoding and 

decoding. The desired information is called encoding and the encoding process is 

followed by process of sending information called  decoding. Than, effective 
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communication requires feedback from communicant. The feedback divided into 

two namely directly and indirectly feedback. Direct feedback occurs when the 

communicator and communicant face to face when communicating. So, the 

communicant response can be received directly by the communicator. While 

indirect feedback occurs through the media. So, communicator can not receive 

direct response from the communicant and need time. 

Beside that, effective communication  there are several aspects that need 

attention. The communication use full language and information, so easily 

understood by the communicant. The information must accurate and convey 

information must adapt the situation. The communicator and communicant must 

understand manner and etichs in communicating.  So, not cause misperception. 

 

2.2 Barriers of Communication 

Communication barriers are all things that hinder or interfere with the 

achievement of effective communication. Communication barriers can make it 

difficult to send clear messages, make it difficult to understand the messages sent, 

and make it difficult to provide appropriate feedback. 

According to Smith in Duta (2015:627) there are seven types of 

communication barriers; physical, perception, emotion, culture, language, gender, 

interpersonal barriers. This type of communication barrier the learning of foreign 

languages.  

The first, physical barriers is any number of physical distractions can 

interfere with the effectiveness of communication. Namely, temperature 

conditions in the classroom  that make students uncomfortable in English 
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learning, beside that, Noise can make students not focus in receiving material 

delivered by teacher. Example distance so far between teacher and students, it can 

be not effective communication, the shape of the classroom like inconveniently 

positioned wall and seating. 

The second, perceptual barriers is internal barriers from the communicator, 

namely when the communicator feels that interlocutors does not understand and 

interested in what they have to say. Sometimes teachers give treat badly to their 

students. So, the students not comfortable in process learning.Beside that, the 

students not have time and poor opportunities for English speaking in the 

classroom. Then, the students feel that material to convey by teacher can 

notreceived well. Example, what we say affected by how we say it (tone, volume) 

and by our nonverbal cues, such as body language and facial gestures. Beside that, 

you may perceive a situation differently if the person you are speaking with is 

smiling or frowning, has body odour and is standing too close or is not giving you 

direct aye contact. 

The third, emotional barriers are emotional factors that hinder the message 

delivered by communicator or hinder the communicant in understanding a 

message. In emotional barriers, the students shy to communicate with others,or 

may be fear of interlocutor, Both the lectures or friends. Especially, speaking 

anxiety often occurs in English students. beside that, the students less self 

confidence and motivation to learn English.  Common emotion such as, anger, 

love, joy, frustration, disappointment and sadness, that all can create emotional 

barriers that negatively affect communication. 
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The fourth, cultural barriers can be occur when there is different cultures 

between communicator and communicant such as, the social culture, the work 

culture of an institution, it can hinder communication process if two different 

cultures clash. While listening and speaking,the students can not understand many 

comedy, jokes, mimics because students lack of information about cultures. 

The fifth, language barriers is when the communicator do communicate 

with communicant using a different language then, it can cause misunderstanding 

by the receiver. The language barriers in the English learners such as, lack of 

grammar and word knowledge. Then, in speaking students still difficult  in 

pronunciation and the students often using native language than the target 

language .  

The sixth, gender barriers is still the possibility for a man to misconstrued 

the words of a women or vice versa. Between men and women have differently, 

like their skills in verbal skill and achievement motivation. Example, the women 

talk about other people. The man talk about business, sports, food and drink. 

Beside that, the women focus on feeling, senses and meaning. They rely on their 

intuition to find answers. The men focus on fact, reason and logic. They find 

answers by analyzing and figuring things out. 

The seventh, interpersonal barriers occur due the inappropriate transaction 

of words between two or more people. Beside that, the students must be have the 

openness and empathy natures in  communication.Other than, supportive attitude 

is important in communicating with others. Example, poor hearing, when the 

people daydreaming or tired of thinking about other problems, a person tends to 

lose interest in hearing. Beside that emotional disruption such as, anger, sadness, 
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or fear, someone will find it difficult when composing or receiving messages 

properly. Misunderstanding often occur due to emotional disruption. 

So, to be able communicate effectively it is very difficult, there are 

communication barriers that can complicate the sending of messages, complicate 

the understanding of message sent. With this obstacles can hinder the process of 

communicating between communicator and communicant, so this communication 

becomes ineffective. 

According to Mittal (2018:243) there are barriers to communication 

namely: 

1. Noise 

Noise is considered as a interruption in communication. Usually, an oral 

communication is inhibited through interruption. Example, if two persons are 

interacting, third person comes and interrupt conversation, it is a barriers to 

communication. 

2. Code 

To ensure effective communication the communicator and communicant 

must share the same language. Example, if the communicator speaks English so, 

the communicant must speak English, if they are using different language, there 

will be barriers in their communication. Even if the communicator and 

communicant share the same language the level of difference in the competence in 

the use of language can affect the fluent process of communication. Beside that, 

of oral communication the accentual patterns of the communicator and the 

communicant can differ and create barriers to communication. 
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3. Vocabulary 

If the communicator uses the specific vocabulary then, the communicant 

will be difficult to understand. Example, if the communicator is a scientist and the 

communicant knows nothing about science, so message sent by the communicator 

will not understood by the communicant. 

4. Background  

The communicator and the communicant must share common background 

and assumptions. Lack of common background can make the comprehension of 

the message difficult. So, the process communication not effective and successful. 

5. Cultural Differences 

The process communication between the communicator and the 

communicant, the use of culture specific vocabulary, it can be cause barriers in 

communication. Between the communicator and the communicant, they are must 

share common culture. So, they know each other’s culture. 

6. Environmental Disturbances 

In the communication process, environmental disturbances can cause 

interruption. Beside that, physical distance between the communicator and the 

communicant can inhibit the process communication. 

7. The Emotional State 

The emotion state of the communicator and the communicant can affect the 

effective communication. Mental state like anxiety, fear, lack of mutual trust and 

rivalry may become barriers to communication. 

So, communication never be hundred percent successful. The factors that 

cause failure of communication are refer to as “Barriers to Communication”. The 
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barriers of communication often occurs in the communication process between the 

communicator and the communicant. 

According to Darnish and MuruganRamu (2018:60—65) communication has 

the barriers are: 

1. Noise Barriers 

The noise can occurs in the process communication, both the communicator 

and the communicant. Types of noise can include: instructions by other 

individuals, a ringing phone, or outer commotion, for example, movement outside 

a building, or individuals having a discussion close by. 

2. Physical Barriers 

Physical Barriers between the communicator and the communicant.Its one of 

the example is the room might be excessively hot or excessively icy, or seats can 

be awkward. It cause the communication not run effective. 

3. Mental Attitude 

If the communicator is firm in delivering messages to the communicant then 

the communication will run fluent. 

4. Poor Feedback 

The poor Feedback is the communicant sending back the message to the 

communicator, it is respond  by communicant. Occur feedback, the communicator 

will know whether the communicant understood or comprehended the message 

who the communicator sent. 

5. Poor Listening Skills 

Listening abilities can majorly affect for the process communication. The 

poor listening aptitude result in inadequate correspondence. Which will generally 
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adversy affect the efficiency of the individual, group and association. Beside that, 

obstructions for the communication is not focusing in listening. 

6. Selection of Inappropriate Language 

The communication process, important to choosing the good language. The 

level of dialect needed in communication. For example, language, slang and 

shortened forms can be noteworthy obstruction in the correspondence procedure. 

Correspondingly, the level of dialect utilized must be picked precisely. 

7. Non Verbal Communication 

Around 55% of the significance of message is conveyed through non verbal 

communication. Such as signals, outward appearance, tone and pitch of voice, 

style of dress, aye stare. So, communication between the communicator and the 

communicant,can be occur in non verbal communication. 

8. Excessive Talking 

Talking more than should be expected is an obstruction to successful 

communication. Beside that, the communicant delay to communication because  

the communicator who talks too much without tuning in to the communicant. 

9. Prejudice 

Is a biased, which is normally unreasonable. Bias is extremely perilous and 

can inhibit the process communication. 

10. Distractions 

The four fundamental sorts of diversions are physical, mental, sound-related 

and visual. 
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11. Interpersonal barriers 

Is one of the obstacles to effective communication is interpersonal barriers. 

The ability to interact with others face to face and exchange information clearly 

through both verbal and non verbal message is the basics for much of our 

everyday communication. Interpersonal communication skill are needed for 

communication, these skills can be practiced and improved upon. 

According to Tuti and Flucsa in Alriyami et al (2015:10) state that 

communication barriers can be divided into three namely, conception barriers, 

language barriers and environment barriers. The first is conception barriers 

include how sender express message, lack of attention and quick conclusion about 

the message which caused misunderstanding. The second is the language barriers. 

The cause of  such as: same word have different meaning and different level of 

experience between speaker and listener. The third is environment barriers, caused 

by the position of the communicator and communicant.  

According to Alenazi in Alriyami et al (2015:12) that listening barriers is 

listening difficulties during the communication process.This barriers related with 

teacher’s techniques in teaching listening skill, English word meaning, memory 

and attention. In addition Al-Ahmadi in Alriyami et al (2015:12) that listening 

barriers occur for several reasons namely: the first is mental barriers which 

include: lack of focus and avoiding difficult topic. The second is psychological 

barriers which include: pressure, anger and stress. The third is environmental 

barriers which include,weakness in the sense of hearing, so teacher must teach 

their students how to listen effectively, because listening effectively will be 
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helping to achieve the objectives of the school broadcasts as a practice aimed to 

develop verbal communication skill. 

According to Aldus in Alriyami et al (2015:13) that cultural and 

environmental barriers caused by the wrong time of conversation, inappropriate 

place, and the conflict with values and believes has less response. Then, Wadie in 

Alriyami et al (2015:14) states that environmental barriers occur because of noise 

and overcrowding so that the communication does not smoothly. 

So, based on explanation above, that language barriers are related with to the 

words that have several meanings, listening barriers related to the listened text and 

lack of focus. The last, the noise place and conflict with values and believes are 

the most cultural and environmental barriers. 

According to Polishchuk (2017:47) states that there are several factors that 

can hinder the process of effective communication in English such as; the first, 

vocabulary and grammar barriers. The second, psychological barriers (fear of 

making mistakes, fear of speaking in front of the class, and the students have 

enough opportunities to interact with natives). The third, lack of the contact hours. 

The fourth, inappropriate teaching methods, curricula and textbooks. 

Based on explanation above, the barriers of making effective 

communication was all things that interfere fluent the process communication and 

will inhibit the sending and receiving of message so, the information and ideas  

conveyed by the communicator could not be received and understood clearly by 

the communicant. So, this research found out the barriers in effective 

communication namely is language barriers, listening barriers, culture and 

environmental barriers, psychological barriers and the teacher barriers in the third 
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semester students English education study program University of 

MuhammadiyahKotabumi academic year 2019/2020. 

Beside that, according to Fajar in Wati (2017:84)  there are some obstacles in 

communicating. 

1. Barriers from the sender; for example the message to be conveyed is not 

yet clear to communicator, this is influenced by feelings or emotional 

situations that affect motivation, so that the communicant does what the 

communicator want or need. 

2. Barriers in encoding or symbols; this barriers occur because the language 

used is unclear, so that it has more than one meaning. Between 

communicator and communicant use different symbols or the language 

used is too difficult. 

3. Media barriers; this barriers occur in the use of communication media, for 

example radio noise interference so that the communicant cannot hear 

message clearly. 

4. Barriers in password language; this barriers occur in interpreting the 

password by the communicant. 

5. Barriers from the audience; for example, lack of attention when receiving 

or listening to messages, the attitude of prejudice  wrong response and do 

not look for further information. 

Based on the barriers above, which causes the communication cannot be as 

expected. Meanwhile, according to Suranto in Musrifah (2017:94-95) even though 

communication has been well designed, it is not certain that the purpose of 
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communication work effectively. Because there are factors that hinder the way of 

communication. 

1. Sociological barriers; sociologically between communicators and 

communicants come from various groups that cause differences in status, 

ideology, religion, level of education, economic status, all of which can 

be obstacles the smooth communication. 

2. Psychological barriers; the barriers communication caused by 

psychological situations that do not support. For example, communicating 

with communicant who are angry, confused, anxious, disappointed or are 

prejudiced to communicator, or will hinder the achievement of 

communication goals. 

3. Systematic barriers; this communication barriers caused by different 

language backgrounds. 

4. Mechanical barriers; this barriers often happens in the process of 

communication using media, such as the sound of telephone, writing that 

is not legible on the letter, the signal is lost on the cell phone, and so on. 

5. Ecological barriers; this barriers caused by disruption that occur in the 

environment when the communication process is ongoing. For example, 

heavy rain, noisy traffic, factory machinery, and so on. 

Then, according to Pawit in Febriantaand  Fauzan (2019:29) that  the process 

communication many aspects must be considered by the communicator, so the 

message can be delivered as desired. Beside that, in communication there are to 

factors that become obstacles namely: 
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1. Internal factors, occurs in the teacher or communicator, this obstacle 

consists of some obstacles that cause communication does not run 

smoothly such as, psychological barriers, semantic barriers and physical 

barriers. 

2. External factors, occurs outside of the communication self such as, 

sociological barriers, the audience barriers , the media barriers, and the 

environment barriers. 

According to Daryanto (2011:75—76) that in communication often occur 

failures or often called “miscommunication” can be caused by several factors, 

namely: 

1. Organizing inadequate information, ideas, message and time. 

2. Lack of cooperation between the elements involved. 

3. The delivery of messages that are unclear, or have more than one 

messages becomes unclear. 

4. The existence of a place that is less comfortable, whether too hot noisy 

atmosphere. 

5. Media selection is wrong in the interaction carried out. 

6. The communicator lack of preparation when to communicate. 

7. Obstacles to readiness between the communicator and the communicant 

of the message. 

8. The emotional barriers both communicator and communicant. 

9. Communication misconceptions, which can be caused by several things, 

such as sending message, delivering message, receiving message, and 

interpreting message. 
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In the communication process both the communicator and thecommunicant 

must be able to create an affective communication process, beside that it must also 

be able to minimize the factors causing the failure of communication.  

According to Sabuncuoglu and Gumus in Kocaman (2016:1781—1782) there 

are numerous factors that inhibit the effective communication process. These 

factors can be classified as physical and technical, psychological or social and 

organizational. The main components the barriers are namely: 

1. The physical and technical barriers is barriers that occur in 

communication. This barriers related to message, channel and means, 

noise and related to language. 

2. Psychological and social barriers is the barriers as lack of determination of 

communication purpose, prejudices, perception differences, differences in 

opinions, attitude and behaviour, social-culture differences and level of 

knowledge acquired. 

3. Organizational barriers is the barriers consists of organizational dimension 

and physical structure, time pressure, role relationship, hierarchy, 

management style, and so on.  

Based on explanation above, it is very difficult for communicator and 

communicant to communication effectively, there are many obstacles that can 

interfere with the course of the communication process. Beside that, the barriers 

factors is one of obstacles which greatly affect the effectiveness in 

communication. 
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2.3 Communication Objectives  

According to Scheidel in Mulyana (2017:4) suggests that  communicate 

primarily to express and support selfidentity, to build social contact with people 

around, and to influence others to feel, think, or behave as we want. But according 

to Scheidel in Mulyana (2017:4) our basic purpose of communicating is to control 

our physical and psychological environment. 

Meanwhile, according to Zimmerman et al in Mulyana (2017:4) the 

purpose of communication can divide into two broad categories. First, 

communicate tocomplete the tasks that are important to our needs. Second, 

communicate to create and foster relationships with others. So, communication 

has a content function, which involves the exchange of information needed, and a 

relationship function that involves exchanging information about how 

communicator deal with other people.  

ThenVerderber in Mulyana (2017:5) suggests that communication has two 

functions. First, social functions, namely for pleasure purposes, to show 

bonds with others, build and maintain relationships. Second, decision making, 

namely deciding to do or not do something at a particular moment. According to 

Verderber in Mulyana (2017:5), some of these decisions is made on their own, 

and some were made after consulting with others.  

Pearson and Paul E. Nelson in Mulyana(2016:5) suggests that 

communication has two general functions. First, for one's own survival which 

includes: physical safety, increasing personal safety, presenting ourselves to 

others and achieving personal ambitions. Second, for the survival of the 
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community, it is appropriate to improve social relations and develop the existence 

of a community. 

So, communication has a very important purpose for us to communicate 

with others, so that the communicator and communicant can communicate 

effectively. Besides communication is also important to build our self-concept, for 

survival, to obtain happiness, avoid stress and tension. Among other things 

through entertaining communication  can establish good relationships with others. 

 

2.5 Previous Related Researches  

To complement the study of the theory that has been described, then the 

following are some relevant previous research results, namely, first a study of 

barriers to communication was carried out by Kocaman, 2016. This study 

entitled "CommunicationBarriers that Junior and SeniorELT Students Experience 

in the Process of Learning a Foreign Language". The purpose of this study is to 

determine communication barriers experienced by junior and senior ELT students 

in the process of learning foreign languages. Data are collected from 36 

undergraduate students through semi-structured interviews, focusgroupinterviews 

and open questions. And the results showed that students experience emotional, 

language, perceptual and cultural barriers in the process of learning a foreign 

language. Among the obstacles most felt emotional barriers were anxiety 36% 

(n=13) and motivation 22% (n=8), the most felt obstacles in language are native 

language 22% (n=8) and vocabulary knowledge 22% (n=8), and the strongest 

perceived obstacles to perception are material 17% (n=6) and teacher 33% 

(n=12). And for cultural barriers no significant results were obtained.     
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The findings of the study conclude that Turkish EFL learners suffer from 

anxiety and teachers’ different attitudes. The percentages of thesebarriers are high 

compared to the previous studies. Çapan and Şimsek (2012) and Tuncerand 

Doğan’s studies (2015) approved the results. Learners find their teachers 

completely insufficient and they claim that teachers adopt traditional methods 

while teaching. 80% of participants in Ahmad’s study (2015) explained that 

teachers preferred the teachercentered approach rather than learner-centered 

approach whereas in that study, only one student voiced that the teacher preferred 

the teacher-centered approach. Other major findings indicate that EFL learners 

suffer from poor motivation, lack of world knowledge,and the effects of native 

language on foreign language. As for cultural barriers, the studycould not obtain 

significant results. 

The study proposes some recommendations which may be beneficial for 

both teachersand students. First, teachers should put themselves into their 

students’ shoes and try tounderstand their feelings. Likewise, students should do 

the same thing for their teachers. Second, teachers should develop sincere, 

sympathetic, honest and consistent attitudes towards their students. They should 

provide students with a stress and threat-free environment and give them an 

opportunity to express themselves. In this way, communication between them 

grows on mutual trust and respect. Finally, teachers should choose their materials 

according to the levels and interests of students and provide more materials 

including both cultures. 

              Second, study on communication barriers is carried out by Chandra, 

2015. This study was entitled "Communication Barriers in Tutoring Activities 
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between Tutors and Fifth Grade Elementary School Children in Bantara, Sungai 

Kalimas, Surabaya”. This study aims to obtain an overview of communication 

barriers in tutoring activities between tutors and fifth grade elementary school 

children in Bantara, Sungai Kalimas, Surabaya. This study used case studies as a 

method of research and nonparticipant observation and interviews with research 

informants, as data collection techniques.  

The results show that communication barriers between tutors and fifth 

grade elementary school children on the banks of the SungaiKalimas Surabaya are 

physical barriers in the context of a nonconducive tutoring place and 

psychological obstacles that hindered group communication. In additionthere are 

other obstacles in group communication namely the tendency of group members 

to choose the lessons they want, making communication inhibited.  

Then, there was no difference between group members who attended as 

well as busking  and member who  attended formal school. In addition, there are  

other obstacles in group communication, namely tendency of group members to 

choose the lessons they want, making communication hampered.  

Beside that, certain subject matter topics become one of the things that 

hinders the communication of the fifth grade elementary school group in sungai 

kalimas, Surabaya. Seen when members prefer certain subject matter. This makes 

them more likely to refuse to study when it is not the subject  matterthat they like. 

The thematic school textbooks become an inhibiting factors for tutors when 

teaching their members. And, the first thing to note is that the children in the 

group have a different field of experience. Between children, one has different 
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experiences. Their communication experience in particular can effect how they 

communicate now. 

When the study is compared with other studies indicated above, the results 

show similarities and differences. The similarity is learners suffer from poor 

motivation, lack of world knowledge, and the effects of native language on 

foreign language. And the differences is research previoushave anxiety barriers 

and students have different field of experience.And then, Based on research 

findings which have been revealed in previous chapter, it could be concluded that 

the third semester students English experience obstacles in effective 

communication in the classroom. In other words, the students show low in 

communication  English. The barriers on the communication in English of the 

third semester students is categorized as an obstacle that often occurs in English 

students. It could be seen from the frequency of the barriers in effective 

communication in speaking subject.  

Many causes that make students obstacle in communicating English. For 

instance, they could not to communicate using an English language because lack 

of vocabulary and low mastery in grammar, they lackof focus in communicating 

because there were more one conversation at the same time and they do not focus 

when the teacher isboring. Then, they have trouble in communicating when there 

is many people in the same place. Besides that, they feelshy and nervous when 

speak English in class, they preferred not speak English in the classroom because 

they are afraid of making mistakes, and they are difficult with the methods used 

by the teacher when teaching in the classroom. In addition, the barriers in 

effective communication in each subcategory showthat students 
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experiencedobstacles in effective communication in the classroom. Based on the 

data of questionnaire score, there are 66,66% of students who have the barriers in 

communication effective. 

Then, for each barriers has a different percentage value, namely the first, 

language barriers for items positive have 37,33% students who have barriers and 

63,87% students no have barriers. Then, for items negative have 82,5% students 

who have barriers and 17,5% students no have barriers. The second, listening 

barriers for item positive have 19,8% students who have barriers and 80,2% 

students no have barriers. Then, for items negative 83,10% students have barriers 

and 17,15% students no have barriers. The third, culture and environmental 

barriers for items positive have 45,84% students have barriers and 54,17% 

students no have barriers. Then, for items negative 54,17% students have barriers 

and 45,83% students no have barriers. The fourth, psychological barriers for items 

positive  46% students have barriers and 54% students no have barriers. Then, for 

items negative 54,86% students have barriers and 45,14% students no have 

barriers. And the last, the teacher barriers for items positive 20,6% students have 

barriers and 78,91% students no have barriers. Then, for items negative 75% 

students have barriers and 25% students no have barriers. Thus, it showed that the 

third semester students experienced communication barriers in English class. 

 

 

 

  

 


